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Winter in Indian Country: Meet the Farmers, Hunters
and Ranchers
Join us to learn what winter looks like on a variety of Native American gardens and farms
across Arizona. The panelists discuss how farmers face various challenges throughout the year as
the seasons change, the effects of the pandemic and how it will affect the next year.
Featuring Cherilyn Yazzie of Coffee Pot Farm (Dine), Valerie Nuvayestewa (Hopi), Roy
Kady (Dine), Joshua Preston of San Xavier Co-op Farm (Tohono O'odham) and Noland Johnson
of Pancho Farms (Tohono O'odham). Moderated by Nina Sajovec.

Cherilyn Yazzie
As farmers at Coffee Pot
Farms, we grow quality
vegetables for our local families,
inspiring them to be healthy and
feel connected to their ancestors
and descendants. Challenges we
face such as: climate changes,
drought, limited land access due
to Navajo Homesite Lease,
Grazing Permits, obtaining
business site leases, and limited
capital for infrastructure; we took
all these considerations and just
knew we had to grow in new
ways therefore, Coffee Pot Farms
was born to push ourselves to
grow more food. We grow with
season extension practices along
with tools that help us to be more efficient. We are currently growing greens in our high tunnel
and greenhouses. This year we launched our first annual community supported agriculture. We
are piloting an internship program with a single parent so that she can start her own farm. We
need more farmers. Period! Just like we've had to pivot due to the pandemic; as native people we
must also shift due to the many challenges we face. Thanks for taking some time to learn about
Coffee Pot Farms, follow us on Facebook and Instagram.
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Valerie Nuvayestewa
Valerie Nuvayestewa is Hopi/Tewa, she is Tewa
Corn Clan from the village of Tewa. She is a 2020
Traditional Native Farmer’s Association Alumni where
she earned her Indigenous Permaculture Design Course
Certificate. She worked for the Village of Tewa
Administration located in Polacca, Arizona as their Elder
Coordinator. Nuvayestewa was formerly employed with
the University of Arizona, Hopi Agricultural Extension
Agent as an intern, under Americorps where she assisted
in gardening, soil health and growing programs with
STEM education related to this area for youth. She is a
former Diabetes Prevention Educator, and is an alumnus
of the Hopi Foundations’, Hopi Leadership Program
(HLP), which was designed to grow strong, effective and
culturally grounded professionals at Hopi. She has
received certifications in Diabetes education and is a
Native Youth Fitness trainer and Health Coach. Nuvayestewa is also a current Community
Advisory Board (CAB) member for the Natwani Coalition, and a certified teacher of the Hopi
Natwani for Youth Project curriculum; the Natwani Coalition is a non-profit group that helps
support agricultural sustainability within the Hopi community; she is a member of the Hopi Food
Co-op which helps to support a Hopi based Farmer’s Market and CSA Food share. Nuvayestewa
is the Board President for Hopi Tutskwa Permaculture Institute, whose mission is to create
community-based solutions in order to pass knowledge to future generations and rebuild
culturally sustainable and healthy communities. She is a member of the Land Healers
Foundation, whose protection of traditional, cultural and environmental knowledge is restoring
faith in healing themselves and their sacred lands. In knowing that ensuring continuity of
ancestral values is essential to the future of indigenous communities, Nuvayestewa has dedicated
herself fulltime to restoring her family garden and fields and is involved with the Tuskwat
Oqawtoynani, (Strengthening the earth) which involves cleaning First Mesa from top to bottom,
and also includes projects around erosion control, restoring natural vegetation, stabilizing
ancestral trails, preserving the natural springs and waterways, all to cultivate awareness to
maintain and restore life-giving resources to support her community to live more sustainably.
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Roy Kady
Roy is “Diné first” but able to
comfortably combine both cultures. He
continues building his flock of the cherished
sacred Navajo-Churro sheep and is an avid
environmentalist as the sacred songs of creation
depicts. “Pastures must be rotated, we must
return to our agro-pastoral ways,” he stresses.
Some years ago, his elders declared him a
Master Weaver and a Leader with a Blessing
Way ceremony for beauty, balance and
harmony. Roy feels he has a gift for teaching
and loves a classroom of young people or elders. He is comfortable in front of large crowds or in
the solitude of herding sheep. He wants his Diné people to retain their trusted traditional ways
and balance it with modern influences, also to know the creation stories and sing the sacred
songs again. “The world seems far less threatening when you know who you are,” he says. Roy’s
outlook is broad and contemporary, the old and new woven into the fabric of his 44 years and
going. “The Navajo rug is no longer just a blanket for wearing or a cover for the floor. It is now
an art form to grace your wall,” Roy says proudly. Each rug he sells represents a piece of his
thought and soul. “I hope my buyers will feel and sense the essence of happiness when they see
me and my weavings.”

Joshua Preston
Joshua Preston has been working at the San Xavier Co-Op for three years, the last two
years as the Food Production Assistant. He is a member of the Tohono O'odham Nation and a
community member of the Wa:k district. The San Xavier Cooperative Farm is committed to
sustainable farming practices and growing traditional crops to support the cultural and
environmental values, as well as support economic development within the community.

Noland Johnson
My name is Noland Johnson. I’m a
member of the Tohono O’odham Nation. For
almost 20 years I have had the privilege and
honor of helping to develop a working traditional
dry-land/ flood based farm on the Tohono
O’odham reservation. Pancho Farms is located in
the Kawulk community on my grandfathers’
ancestor farmland. Helping to preserve our traditional foods and farming methods has been
exciting and rewarding for my family and community.
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Katarina “Nina” Sajovec
Nina was born and raised in Slovenia, and
immigrated to the United States thirteen years ago
to do research for her PhD in Anthropology of
Food after receiving her Bachelors’ Degree in
Law at the University of Ljubljana. Nina founded
Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture in 2008.
The Center is dedicated to preserving and
revitalizing traditional and sustainable food
systems in Ajo, on the Tohono O’odham Nation
and the surrounding region through education,
seed conservation, economic development and job creation. The Center administers a beginning
farmer training program in cooperation with Pancho Farms, Tohono O’odham Farm and Food
Group, and other partners. The Center started Ajo Farmers Market in 2009, and has now
expanded it into a bricks-and-mortar food incubator, including a farm-to-table restaurant, store,
events and online store. In 2020, Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture and partners started
O'odham Farmers Market. Nina is passionate about growing food and working with people of all
walks of life.

Food in Action: Native American Community Food
Activists
There is a lot of great work happening in Native communities nowadays and panelists
will share what is working in their communities and also what is not. Panelists discuss the
meaning of food sovereignty to each of them and how federal programs have supported these
programs or not.
Featuring Shalitha Peaches of Peoples Farm (White Mountain Apache), Tyrone
Thompson of Chishie Farm (Navajo), Lynn Lane (Dine), Nephi Craig of NACA (White
Mountain Apache and Navajo) and Sterling Johnson of Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture
(Tohono O'odham). Moderated by Twila Cassadore of Native Mothers Against Meth (San Carlos
Apache).
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Shalitha Peaches
My name is Shalitha Peaches from the Nagodishgizhn
clan of the White Mountains Apache Tribes. Currently working
at a farm called Ndee Bikiyaa, The People's Farm as the
Distribution Manager and I have been working here going on 5
years. The ultimate mission for the farm is "To restore personal
and cultural health among the White Mountain Apache Tribe
through Agriculture". We have been able to work with other
tribal businesses from local schools to our elderly programs. This
allows us to get healthier local grown food out to the community
members. Working here at the farm has opened my eyes on Food Sovereignty and the impact that
we are trying to work towards.

Tyrone Thompson
Tyrone Thompson is the owner of Chishie Farms. His
ultimate goal is to create food security on the Navajo Nation.
Some of our larger achievements have been revitalizing
dormant farms along the Little Colorado River. We also were
able to employ over 20 people during this pandemic.

Lynn Lane
Ms. Lane is Dine and of the Dzil’aadi Kiyaa’aanii Clan
(Near the Mountain Towering House People) and born for the
Biih bitoodnii (Deer Springs People). Her maternal grandfather’s
clan is (Rock Gap People) and her paternal grandfather’s clan is
(Red House People). Lynn is an Arizona State University
alumnus and has her Bachelor of Science degree in Human
Nutrition. Ms. Lane strives to revitalize indigenous food
practices and create circles for sharing indigenous knowledge.
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Nephi Craig
Chef Nephi Craig has 23 years culinary experience in
America and around the world in London, Germany, Brazil and
Japan. Nephi Craig is an enrolled member of the White
Mountain Apache Tribe and is half Navajo. Chef Craig is also
the founder of the Native American Culinary Association or
NACA, an organization/network that is dedicated to the
research, refinement, and development of Native American
Cuisine. Chef Nephi Craig provides training, workshops and
lecture sessions on Native American Cuisine for health to
schools, restaurants, universities, treatment centers, behavioral
health agencies, and tribal entities from across America and abroad. Chef Craig recently served
as Executive Chef of the Sunrise Park Resort Hotel. During Chef Craig’s nine-year tenure at
Sunrise Park resort, Craig and his White Mountain Apache culinary team achieved many
national and international benchmarks in establishing a culture of Indigenous Foods across North
America. Executive Chef Nephi Craig is currently the Nutritional Recovery Program
Coordinator & Executive Chef at the Rainbow Treatment Center and Café Gozhóó on the White
Mountain Apache Tribe in Arizona.

Sterling Johnson
Sterling Johnson was born and raised on
the Tohono O’odham Nation in Arizona and is a
proud tribal member who represented his tribe by
ranching and competing rodeos. Today Sterling is
a traditional dry-land farmer and an urban farmer,
as well as a farmer mentor for Ajo Center for
Sustainable Agriculture. Sterling has taken the
knowledge to practice by mentoring new
apprentices and going to schools both on and off
the reservation to educate students. As a part of Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Sterling
grows seeds out for Adopt a Sonoran Desert Crop Program that gives out native grown seeds and
non-native grown seeds that have been surviving out in the Desert for hundreds or even
thousands of years.
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Twila Cassadore
Twila Cassadore is a member of the San Carlos Apache
Tribe and is primarily focused on the Traditional Western Apache
Diet Project, working with Apache elders to document and analyze
the pre-Reservation Apache Diet, and to incorporate this knowledge
into everyday community life. She works on a number of
community health issues, cultural preservation projects, and is a
professional caterer and food vendor. She is the founder of the
grassroots organization "Native Mothers Against Meth."
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O'odham E'eṣadam E-hemapaidag
(O'odham Farmers Market)

A list of vendors that participated in the
O’odham Farmers Market.
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Seed and Information Exchange
A list of organizations and farmers that participated in the seed exchange. These
participants offered which seeds they have available and their contact information.
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Past, Present and Future of the Native Culinary
Movement
A multi-regional panel of chefs discussing their inspirations, current endeavors, and
resilience in their field and what dreams they have for future generations. Panelists discuss
cultural appropriation, how the pandemic has affected their work, and how they can teach the
next generation.
Featuring Krysia Villon (Quechua/Andean), Tawnya Brant (Mohawk Six Nations of the
Grand River Territory Ontario Canada), Justin Pioche (Navajo), Crystal Wahpepah (Kickapoo
Tribe of Oklahoma). Moderated by Elena Terry (Ho-Chunk Nation of Wisconsin).

Krysia Villon
Krysia Villon is a Boston-born Peruvian American
chef, instructor, and food historian. She runs her business,
Chiqui's Kitchen, while also exploring, playing with, and
teaching others about indigenous products of the Americas.
She received her BA from Mount Holyoke College, her AS
in Culinary Arts from Johnson & Wales University at
Providence, and most recently her MLA in Gastronomy from
Boston University, focusing on quinoa's role in the
expression of Indigeneity on the Peruvian table. Krysia is a
proud mother of a 3rd grader, 2 guinea pigs, 1 bunny, and a
full deck garden with many plant babies. Two years ago she
started documenting her food journey, thoughts, and recipes
on a food blog, Kahlo's Eyes, named for her daughter so that
her chiquitina would always have access to family recipes but
also of family and general history as it relates to food. Kahlo is the inspiration behind all that is
beautiful in her life.
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Tawnya Brant
Chef Tawnya Brant is a Mohawk nation chef
helping to revitalize the foods of the Haudenosaunee
confederacy. She has been working in the food
industry for over 26 years. After becoming a mother
she switched her focus to the foods of her people and
childhood. Tawnya works closely with her mother at
Mohawk Seedkeepers Garden and having been
brought up with traditional foods she has always
brought passion to her dishes through culture. It took
20 years to marry those 2 concepts being a chef and
our traditional foods but when she did it started
Yawékon Foods in 2014. A catering company serving
more traditional foods to the community. With its
overwhelming popularity she knew it had to grow! The result is Yawékon by Chef Tawnya
Brant! A 1st of its kind daily Haudenosaunee food offering on her home territory of Six Nations
of the Grand River in southern Ontario. Yawékon opened its door this past fall offering small
batch cooking and new menus daily. Yawékon is proud to offer menus and service in the
Mohawk language. Tawnya is looking forward to expanding her company again in the very near
future. You can find out more about Chef Tawnya's food journey through her YouTube Facebook
and Instagram pages @cheftawnyabrant also follow the restaurant on Instagram @yawékon_.

Justin Pioche
Owner and chef of PiocheFoodGroup LLC.,
AmeriCorps VISTA member, partner and culinary advisor at
Navajo Ethno Agriculture.
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Crystal Wahpepah
Native American Chef, business owner of Wahpepah's
kitchen and a mentor for Native American food sovereignty
alliance.

Elena Terry
Lead mentor for Native American Food
Sovereignty Alliance's Food and Culinary Program,
Founder/Executive chef Wild Bearies and a
member of the Ho-Chunk Nation of Wisconsin.
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Traditional Tohono O’odham Storytelling
Camillus Lopez told traditional Tohono O’odham stories that are traditionally shared
during the winter around a fire.

Camillus Lopez
Camillus Lopez, "the Lore Master" is employed as the
Senior Culture Mentor for the National Science Foundation
Grant and serves as an adjunct professor at Tohono O'odham
Community College. Lopez has co-authored and has been
featured in a number of written, video and audio materials
regarding Native American Spirituality especially O'odham
Culture. He served the Tohono O'odham Nation as a politician
in various capacities. Mr. Lopez shares his knowledge and
experiences to indigenize western understanding in the current
times so as to bridge the gap between the various cultures.

Opening and Closing Blessing
Michael Enis
Michael comes from San Xavier and is a renowned Tohono O’odham singer and
storyteller. He shares his knowledge and love for O’odham language and culture daily with his
students at Baboquivari High School.

Comments from winter conference participants:
“As a seasoned conference goes, I could tell that a lot of time and thought went into panel
development by moderators and speakers. It was a wonderful, educational, moving, and
refreshing experience. It was an honor to participate. Thank you to everyone who made it
possible.”
“It was great to hear from all of the speakers, thank you.”
“Very much enjoyed everything. Thank you!”
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“Thank you! It was a very amazing opportunity to be apart of the panel with some of my teachers
and being able to hear about what others amazing work others are doing.”
“Thank you, I enjoyed the panel, it warmed my heart to see everyone.”
“I thought it was very interested. I didn’t know that traditional ways in the winter the land was
left to rest.”
“I learned a lot about traditional farming, it was nice to hear farmers just talking to each other.
Thank you!”
“Thank you so much for hosting the 2021 Southwest Native Foodways Gathering: Winter
Edition! It was wonderful to be able to ‘listen’ to Elder Camillus Lopez. It brought tears of joy,
sadness and remembering my grandparents and the many Elders in my life who have now
passed. Please let him know how special he is. A treasure. The words of wisdom and stories that
he shared brought back memories, knowledge that Elders have shared, Missing being around the
fire, being together and listening to relative share. Thank you. Food in Action and the Culinary
Movement were amazing. It was wonderful to hear the stories and connections of everyone who
presented. Seeds! plants/ herbs! So much more to share… with hearts thanks from my heart to
your hearts.”
“The native foodways gathering that I attended last weekend was an experience that I will
always remember. Despite calling Ajo my home for almost 5 years now, the gathering taught me
so many new ideas of Native American culture that were once unfamiliar to me. From the
information on Native seeds to the ideas on culture, it was an experience that was highly
informative. My personal favorite part was actually at the very beginning of the gathering. One
of the men opened up the meeting with a blessing by singing in a very unique, yet calming way.
Overall, I am beyond grateful for everyone who spoke, attended, and helped organize the event!"
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2021 Southwest Native Foodways Gathering Four
Seasons Series: Spring Edition
April 29 & 30, 2021

Artwork by Derrick Gonzales. Derrick is Tohono O'odham and Pascua Yaqui. The Artwork is
about seeing the beauty within life and the fact of tradition showing a person a different
perspective on living and faith being a part of the culture makes the life experience that much
beautiful teachings will always be destined. It's a gift we get and art can be everything to what
the elders taught us, the ceremonies to the food, tools, nature in general.
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Event Agenda
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Opening and Blessing with Leon Nuvayestewa
Leon Nuvayestewa
Hopi Young Corn Clan. Served in the U. S.
Naval Submarine Service from 1960 to 1967
Graduate of the U. S. Naval Submarine School, New
London, Conn; and U. S. Naval Nuclear Power
School, Vallejo, California. BS in Health
Administration from Northern Arizona University.
Retired Health Manager/Director for the Hopi Tribe
for 46 years and participated on state, national
international health-related boards. Actively
involved in Hopi religious ceremonies and have a passion to educate our children and youth in
our Hopi cultural history and values.

Using Food Knowledge to Create a Sustainable Power
Structure
Indigenous people in their own homelands experience challenges in using their traditional
food systems to ensure food security and health despite the bountiful food diversity that exists to
support every one of us within our own regions. Food sovereignty is “the right of peoples to
healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable
methods, and their right to define their own food and agricultural systems.” The panelists will
share the work they are doing within their own regions to define food sovereignty for themselves
and their communities, and how they are making sure it is passed down for future generations.
The power that can be reclaimed for indigenous people can truly be realized if we all help one
another to get to that space of becoming independent and creating interdependence among our
indigenous relatives. Much like how our ancestors had trade routes/barter systems in place all
over the world. We must remind ourselves that food, water, is what intimately ties us all together.
Moderated by Valerie Nuvayestewa and Nicole Francis.
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Valerie Nuvayestewa
Valerie Nuvayestewa is Hopi/Tewa, she is Tewa Corn Clan
from the village of Tewa. Valerie is a part of a family initiated,
grassroots organization, Tuskwat Oqawtoynani, (helping the
Earth to gather its strength) which involves cleaning First Mesa
from top to bottom, projects around erosion/restoration control,
educational webinars focusing on environmental stewardship,
youth leadership, and the development of a toolkit to help other
villages launch their own cleanups. Her family joins her in this
meaningful work as they come together to cultivate awareness
within their community to uplift intergenerational learning that
includes passing on life skills to any young person willing to learn and get their hands in the dirt.
Valerie is also working as an assistant to Barbara Poley’s Spirit Aligned Leadership project
developing a corn curriculum, with her parents as advisors that include both the Hopi and Tewa
languages.

Nicole Francis
Nicole Francis (Aroostook Band of Micmacs) is
an herbalist, ancestral food gatherer, organizer and
community educator. She spends her time learning about
plant medicines, teaching classes on ancestral plant
gathering, ethical harvesting and medicine making,
animal processing, and organizing an Indigenous women
led food cooperative. Land based education is her
passion. She engages in her work as a pathway to
revitalize her own ancestral foodways and to share with
others. She currently resides in Tucson, Arizona in
Tohono O’odham territory and travels to her home
territory of Mi’kma’ki seasonally.

Susan Sekaquaptewa
Susan Sekaquaptewa is Assistant Agent for the UofA's
Federally Recognized Tribal Extension Program at the Hopi Tribe.
Susan provides agricultural education, 4H and Family Health and
Consumer Science programs. She manages the Extension garden
and hoop houses and teaches high-elevation growing and food
preservation. Susan is a Hopi tribal member of the Butterfly Clan.
She is a certified organic gardener, seed-saver and food preserver.
She also ranches cattle with her husband and son.
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Terri Honani
Terri Honani (Pamösmana – Fog Girl) is Hopi and
Tewa from the Village of Tewa and part of the Tobacco
Clan. She received her Associates Degree in Liberal Arts
from Dine’ College and her Bachelors of Science Degree
in Exercise & Wellness Health Promotions from Arizona
State University. Terri has worked in the health promotion
and disease prevention fields as a Peer Fitness Leader
Supervisor (Personal Trainer) for Gila River Health Care's
Life Center in Komatke on the Gila River reservation, and
as a Diabetes Prevention Educator with the Hopi Wellness
Center under the Hopi Special Diabetes Program,
partnering with the Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona as a
Site Coordinator for the Good Health & Wellness in Indian
Country projects. Currently, Terri is the Natwani Coalition Program Manager, a project of The
Hopi Foundation, a non-profit organization that focuses on “working towards preserving and
strengthening the healthy food system and agricultural traditions of the Hopi & Tewa people”.

Leon A. Nuvayestewa
Hopi Young Corn Clan. Served in the U. S. Naval Submarine Service from 1960 to 1967
Graduate of the U. S. Naval Submarine School, New London, Conn; and U. S. Naval Nuclear
Power School, Vallejo, California. BS in Health
Administration from Northern Arizona University.
Retired Health Manager/Director for the Hopi Tribe
for 46 years and participated on state, national
international health-related boards. Actively
involved in Hopi religious ceremonies and have a
passion to educate our children and youth in our
Hopi cultural history and values.

Clayton Harvey
Clayton is a member of the White Mountain Apache Tribe.
He works for The Peoples Farm, which is focused on feeding
Apache families and growing and mentoring young Apache
farmers.
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Clayton Brascoupe
Life long gardener / farmer, began working on
family subsistence gardens and commercial farms at age
13. Clayton has worked with Akwesasne Notes
(1970-1985) at the time as the largest Native Newspaper,
with distribution nationally and internationally. Currently
farming with family at Pueblo of Tesuque New Mexico
since 1973, Clayton and wife Margaret named their farm,
Four Sisters Farm after their 4 daughters, where they grow
traditional and heirloom crops for food and seed. Clayton is
a founding member and Program Director of the
Traditional Native American Farmers Association
(TNAFA) a non-profit inter-tribal association of Indigenous
farmers, gardeners, educators, and health professionals. As
Program Director of TNAFA develops educational
programs to engage Native youth, women, current farmers
and those who wish to learn. Clayton has taught indigenous
farming to other Native communities in the Greater
Southwest USA, Canada, Mexico, and Belize. A founding
member of several other Indigenous organizations involved
in promoting agriculture and Indigenous foods, Native
American Food Sovereignty Alliance, Turtle Island Slow
Food Association and the Traditional Bow Makers Society.

Lilian Hill
Lilian Hill founded the Hopi Tutskwa
Permaculture Institute to support Hopi youth and
community in developing skills and practical
experience to encourage a new generation of
Indigenous Earth Stewards that will continue to carry
on traditional agriculture traditions and cultural
lifeways. Lilian and her husband Jacobo take care of
a 2-acre Permaculture Living Learning Site located in Kykotsmovi, AZ. Both are Certified
Permaculture Designers, Natural Builders, High Desert Farmers, Rainwater Harvesters, and Beekeepers. Together they strive to provide guidance and support the emergence and revitalization
of Hopi Foodways while building Indigenous Food Sovereignty.
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Tepary Bean Food Demonstration
Desert Cobb Salad
Ingredients:
Tortilla shell or tortilla strips
Grilled chicken
Queso fresco
Tepary bean mix with roasted sweet potatoes, cooked spinach and caramelized onions
Cholla bud pico de gallo
Pickled red onions
Dried cranberries
Pecans
Salad greens

Prickly Pear Vinaigrette:
2 tablespoons prickly pear syrup
1 tablespoon rice wine vinegar
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
Salt
Garlic powder
¼ cup olive oil

Dionne Vega
My Name is Dionne Vega. I am a cook and caterer
from Ajo, AZ. I got started professionally in the food
industry approximately 10 years ago for my general love of
food, its healing powers and for the desire to learn and pass
on traditional recipes. My greatest passion is transforming
traditional ingredients into dishes that appease a more
modern palate.
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Living Well Through Indigenous Life-ways
Panelists discuss the importance of wellness in everyday life.

Thosh Collins
Thosh Collins is a member of the On Akimel
O’odham - Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community
on his paternal side and also comes from the
Haudenosuanee and Osage nations on his maternal side.
Thosh is a husband and father of two girls. In 2014, he and
his wife Chelsey Luger co-founded the Indigenous wellness
initiative Well For Culture. Since 2011 Thosh has served on
the board and worked as a trainer for the Native Wellness
Institute. Currently he serves on the Land Management
board of his community in Salt River. Thosh has dedicated
his life to contributing to the current movement of healing
in native country by advocating for the reconnection to
Indigenous life-ways of farming, foraging, hunting, physical movement, community involvement
and living by ancestral teachings.

Jude Marshall
Jude is the Community Nutrition Program Manager at the
Potawot Health Village in Arcata, CA. He oversees the thriving
Potawot Community Food Garden that provides healthy nutrition
to many Native families along the coast.
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Margo Dodginghorse
Margo Dodginghorse (Ihtapatawawahka) is a
member of the Siksika Nation and married into the
Dodginghorse family to Kyle Dodginghorse
(Natosapo) of Tsuut’ina Nation. She comes from the
Sitting Eagle and Wolfleg Families. Margo is the
proud mother to 3 children – Ethan (Akohkitopi),
Gracie (Poksskonataki) and Charley (Natoyipoka).
Margo’s upbringing has provided her a foundation
based on spirituality, wellness and connectedness.
Throughout her career, Margo has found strength in
her foundational teachings and has committed herself
for over 15 years towards the advocacy for the health
and well-being of First Nations in Alberta. She has
spent most of her career representing multi-nations as
a health advisor and advocating from a First Nation
perspective. She has received many teachings from
Elders and Knowledge Keepers in the communities of
Treaty 7 and has networked at the community,
regional and national level.
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Traditional Food Memories & Closing and Blessing
with Amy Juan
Amy shares some of her food memories throughout her time working in the community
and memories with her family. Amy then shares a song, which is commonly sung while
harvesting, and a blessing to close out day 1 of the gathering.

Amy Juan
Amy R. Juan is from the Wecij Oidag, Ali
Cuksoñ and Comobabi Communities. Her
parents are Romalda Miguel and Sylvester
Juan. Her grandparents are the late Mary
Elizabeth Miguel and Lawrence Miguel, and
the late Mary Melissa Juan and Daniel Juan.
Her siblings are Elijah, Kristyn and Ross
and she is the proud Aunt of 5 nieces. Her
work and passion centers around the
Hemajkam, Community, Youth, O’odham
Ha’icu Hu:g and the protection of O’odham
land and rights. She currently works with the
International Indian Treaty Council in
Tucson, and is a 2021 NDN Collective Changemaker Fellow.
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Opening and Blessing with Si Johnson
Si Johnson
Si Johsnon is from Sells, Arizona and a member of the Tohono O’odham Nation. He has
been a rancher for most of his life.
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Traditional and Modern Practices in Farming and
Ranching for the Spring
Sterling Johnson gathered farmers and ranchers from across Arizona to discuss their work
during the spring. Panelists share traditional practices that they have done throughout their
childhood and carried out into their everyday work, new practices that they have incorporated
and more.

Sterling Johnson
Sterling Johnson was born and raised on the
Tohono O’odham Nation in Arizona and a proud
tribal member who represented his tribe by
ranching and competing rodeos. Today Sterling is
a traditional dry-land farmer and an urban farmer,
as well as a farmer mentor for Ajo Center for
Sustainable Agriculture. Sterling has taken the
knowledge to practice by mentoring new
apprentices and going to schools both on and off
the reservation to educate students. As a part of
Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Sterling
grows seeds out for Adopt a Sonoran Desert Crop Program that gives out native grown seeds and
non-native grown seeds that have been surviving out in the Desert for hundreds or even
thousands of years.

Noland Johnson
My name is Noland Johnson. I’m a
member of the Tohono O’odham Nation. For
almost 20 years I have had the privilege and
honor of helping to develop a working
traditional dry-land/ flood based farm on the
Tohono O’odham reservation. Pancho Farms is
located in the Kawulk community on my
grandfather’s ancestor farmland. Helping to
preserve our traditional foods and farming
methods has been exciting and rewarding for
my family and community.
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Roy Kody
Roy is “Diné first” but able to
comfortably combine both cultures. He
continues building his flock of the
cherished sacred Navajo-Churro sheep and
is an avid environmentalist as the sacred
songs of creation depicts. “Pastures must
be rotated, we must return to our
agro-pastoral ways,” he stresses. Some
years ago, his elders declared him a
Master Weaver and a Leader with a
Blessing Way ceremony for beauty,
balance and harmony. Roy feels he has a
gift for teaching and loves a classroom of young people or elders. He is comfortable in front of
large crowds or in the solitude of herding sheep. He wants his Diné people to retain their trusted
traditional ways and balance it with modern influences, also to know the creation stories and sing
the sacred songs again. “The world seems far less threatening when you know who you are,” he
says. Roy’s outlook is broad and contemporary, the old and new woven into the fabric of his 44
years and going. “The Navajo rug is no longer just a blanket for wearing or a cover for the floor.
It is now an art form to grace your wall,” Roy says proudly. Each rug he sells represents a piece
of his thought and soul. “I hope my buyers will feel and sense the essence of happiness when
they see me and my weavings.”

Joshua Preston
Joshua Preston has been working at the San Xavier Co-Op for three years, the last two
years as the Food Production Assistant. He is a member of the Tohono O'odham Nation and a
community member of the Wa:k district. The San Xavier Cooperative Farm is committed to
sustainable farming practices and growing traditional crops to support the cultural and
environmental values, as well as support economic development within the community.
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Jacob Butler
Jacob Butler is a member of the Salt River
Pima Maricopa Indian Community, Jacob is Onk
Akimel O'Odham, and he has lived within his
community his entire life. Jacob is the Community
Gardens Coordinator for the Salt River Pima
Maricopa Pima Community. Mr. Butler has worked
for his community in the Cultural resources office
for the past 18 years; he previously worked as the
cultural Resource Specialist and was the primary
contact for the section 106 government Consultation
for the tribe has worked with many indigenous
communities across the country during his time as
the Community garden Coordinator. Mr. Butler is
currently serving as Chair of the Non-profit
Organization Native Seed Search and is a board
member of Friends of Pueblo Grande Auxiliary.
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Blue Corn Atole Food Demonstration
Blue Corn Atole
Ingredients:
1 cup blue cornmeal
1 quart almond milk
2 cups water
2 cinnamon sticks
2 piloncillos, hard brown sugar (can substitute for honey or other sweetener)
2 teaspoons wood ash
Directions:
Add water to the clay pot (or other pot) and cinnamon sticks on the stove on medium heat. Allow
cinnamon sticks to brew in water for about 15 minutes. Then add almond milk, add some water
to wood ash, strain and add to the pot. Add blue cornmeal (while the pot is not too hot or
cornmeal will clump) and whisk. Stir constantly. After a few minutes add piloncillo and continue
mixing. You can add some water if the Atole is too thick. Cook for 20 to 25 minutes. Makes 7 to
8 servings.

Sewa Yuli
Sewa Yuli (they/them) is a queer, full
spectrum birthkeeper, bodyworker, community cook
and parent. Rooted in Mexican curanderismo,
Traditional Mexican postpartum care, and Food
Justice advocacy, Sewa is the founder of Mi
Xantico (pronounced chan-tico). In addition to the
aforementioned services, they provide 1:1 meal
prep services, postpartum nutritional support,
catering, cooking classes and more. Centered
around Ancestral Foods, Sewa utilizes culinary
medicine to promote healing, connection to
tradition and health autonomy in all their practices.
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Community Food Systems
Panelists discuss the work they are doing in their communities in efforts to make a more
sustainable food system.

Pati Martinson
Pati Martinson is the Director of Woksape
Inc. a New Mexico non-profit fiscally sponsored by
Native American Food Sovereignty Alliance
(NAFSA) with a team of Indigenous Women
currently providing technical assistance in
Community Food Systems with Tribal and
grassroots organizations in Montana, South Dakota,
North Dakota and Virginia. As a social justice
activist for over 50 years, she has co- founded and
led several grassroots organizations, most recently
with Terrie Bad Hand, adopted Sisters in a Lakota
Ceremony. Together they worked to bring the
Denver Urban Native Community a new Indian
Center, then came to Taos, New Mexico where they built a nationally recognized community
development center focused on regenerating a formerly self-sufficient food system where
Indigenous groups from around the country came to learn and share. Two National organizations
were formed during those years, NAFSA and Slow Food Turtle Island Association, an
international Indigenous organization.

Terri Bad Hand
I have worked all of my life on social justice
issues. From the Boston Indian Council to the Denver
Indian Center and from the Taos County Economic
Development Corporation to Woksape, my work has
ranged from social services, to elder and education
programs and from economic development to indigenous
food sovereignty. I am a mom of four wonderful children
and a grandma to seven awesome takojas. I am honored
to share and help in any way that I can to support and
promote traditional foods and Native food sovereignty for
present and future generations.
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Ray Moore
Ray Moore Sr. is the FSI Director; he attended Sitting
Bull College and the University of Montana. Ray has thirty
years of experience in the Natural Resources field, and
Wildland Fire. Ray is a small business owner of a wildland
fire company, in which he hopes to help his community with
his expertise within this field. Ray strives to promote food
sovereignty on Standing Rock and is dedicated to preserving
the Lakota/Dakota way of life.

Hannah HasEagle
Wahey, My name is Hannah Has Eagle and I'm an
Assinaboine from Fort Belknap, Montana in one of the
districts called Wasay Wakpa Lodge Pole. I have lived here
all my life. I raise my own cattle. They are organic and I
grow a community garden and I have my own sweet grass
plot. I'm a Coordinator for Native Connections as a Suicide
Advocate. I wear many hats for my community. I work with
lots of youth & Elders. I enjoy learning new ways & going
back to our old ways. I like to build & try new things.

Randi Wing
Randi is from Lodge Pole, Montana. She maintains the community garden and orchard at
Wasay Wakpa Community Garden and Orchard.
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Ciolim (Cholla Bud) Food Demonstration
A presentation on when and how to harvest Ciolim (cholla buds), how to clean them, dry
them, and cook them into a delicious recipe!

Sautéed Ciolim Recipe
Ingredients:
2 cups Ciolim
1 tsp pepper
1 tsp salt
½ cup chopped onions
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 tbsp olive oil or canola oil

Directions:
Boil dried Ciolim for 45 minutes
in a saucepan. Drain water.
Heat up pan with oil; add Ciolim,
onions and garlic. Cook for 15 to
20 minutes.

Nutrition Facts:
● No fat
● Very low in sodium
● Good source of potassium
(14% daily value)
● High source of dietary fiber
● (55% daily value)
● High source of calcium
(80% of daily value)

Ruby Flores
Hello my name is Ruby Flores. I am Dine’
and I have been on the Tohono O’odham reservation
for over 40 years. I have three children and three
wonderful grandchildren and I have worked with
children for many years, love being around children. I
have worked under the Tohono O’odham Health Care
in Sells for over 10 years in the Diabetes Prevention
Program, promoting healthy lifestyles to reduce risk
of diabetes, implementing eating healthy foods,
physical activities and traditional ways of being
healthy. Collaborating with Tohono O’odham
programs, working with schools, and communities is a large part of our work.
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Closing and Blessing with Michael Enis
Michael Enis
Michael comes from San Xavier and is a renowned Tohono O’odham singer and
storyteller. He shares his knowledge and love for O’odham language and culture daily with his
students at Baboquivari High School.

Comments from spring gathering participants:
“I look forward to future events, I enjoyed the event.”
“Excellent job!”
“This was a great presentation” – Ciolim Food Demonstration
“Great presentations. Thank you so much!”
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Opening and Blessing with Amy Juan
Amy Juan
Amy R. Juan is from the Wecij Oidag, Ali
Cuksoñ and Comobabi Communities. Her parents
are Romalda Miguel and Sylvester Juan. Her
grandparents are the late Mary Elizabeth Miguel and
Lawrence Miguel, and the late Mary Melissa Juan
and Daniel Juan. Her siblings are Elijah, Kristyn and
Ross and she is the proud Aunt of 5 nieces. Her work
and passion centers around the Hemajkam,
Community, Youth, O’odham Ha’icu Hu:g and the
protection of O’odham land and rights. She currently
works with the International Indian Treaty Council in Tucson, and is a 2021 NDN Collective
Changemaker Fellow.

Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture Ag
Apprenticeship Program
Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture is Native American governed 501(c)3 non-profit
organization. The Ajo CSA Agriculture Apprenticeship Program provides well-rounded
multi-sited training for Tohono O'odham who are interested in agriculture. Our apprentices are
provided opportunities to learn from other Farmers at their farm and are taught about usage and
safety around tools, tractors, and other equipment. The training gives insights to both traditional
growing on small scale as well as large scale farming like dryland farming and modern practices
drip irrigation with timers. We have classroom sessions where our apprentices attend workshops
and training on finances, marketing, sales, and we do sessions of cultural knowledge sharing
with Elders and other indigenous tribes.
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Sterling Johnson
Sterling Johnson was born and raised on the Tohono
O’odham Nation in Arizona and a proud tribal member who
represented his tribe by ranching and competing rodeos. Today
Sterling is a traditional dryland farmer and an urban farmer, as
well as a farmer mentor for Ajo Center for Sustainable
Agriculture. Sterling has taken the knowledge to practice by
mentoring new apprentices and going to schools both on and
off the reservation to educate students. As a part of Ajo Center
for Sustainable Agriculture, Sterling grows seeds out for Adopt
a Sonoran Desert Crop Program that gives out native grown
seeds and non-native grown seeds that have been surviving out
in the Desert for hundreds or even thousands of years.

Juki Patricio
My name is Juki Patricio, Ju:ki means
Rain in the O'odham language. I'm a 29 years
old single father with a 9 year old daughter and
we are from the village of Big Field, AZ but
currently reside in Sells, AZ. My occupation for
the past 9 months has been working with the
Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture as a
Farm Apprentice. Agriculture is not only my
job but has become a huge part of my life along
with the community aspect of helping provide
for the people for almost 10 years now. Along
with that I am also a Community Representative
for my village on the Sells District Council for 2
and a half years now. With all that I'd have to
say my biggest passion is and has always been
Art! I have an Associates degree in Fine Arts
for Tohono O'odham Community College and
have been trying to incorporate my Traditional
practices, Community, and Family into my work lately. These are just some of the main elements
that make my daily life quite interesting.
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Elijah Marrietta
My name is Elijah Marrietta, I’m from the
Ali chugk community. Also known as menagers
dam. I’ve been involved in agriculture for over a
year.

Kyle Snowball
Ajo Center for Sustainable Agriculture Beginning Farmer
Apprentice

Noland Johnson
My name is Noland Johnson. I’m a
member of the Tohono O’odham Nation.
For almost 20 years I have had the privilege
and honor of helping to develop a working
traditional dry-land/ flood based farm on
the Tohono O’odham reservation. Pancho
Farms is located in the Kawulk community
on my grandfather’s ancestor farmland.
Helping to preserve our traditional foods and farming methods has been exciting and rewarding
for my family and community.
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Joshua Preston
Joshua Preston has been working at the San Xavier Co-Op for three years, the last two
years as the Food Production Assistant. He is a member of the Tohono O'odham Nation and a
community member of the Wa:k district. The San Xavier Cooperative Farm is committed to
sustainable farming practices and growing traditional crops to support the cultural and
environmental values, as well as support economic development within the community.

Squash Burrito Food Demonstration
By Yvonne Kay
Cumin
Chile Powder
Lemonweed
Shredded cheese

Ingredients:
Homemade Tortillas
2-3 pounds ground beef
Summer Squash
Zucchini
Onions
Onion Greens
Garlic
Salt

Directions:
Sauté everything together, place the beef,
squash and onion mixture into your tortilla,
add cheese, make your burrito and enjoy!

You can add chiles, corn or anything else you have!

Yvonne Kay
I am a recently certified Master Gardener.
Educating and promoting eating healthier with
more vegetables in diet. Help promote self
sufficiency by helping others grow food in their
gardens.
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Hopi Tutskwa Permaculture Institute Internship
Program
Hopi Tutskwa Permaculture Institute hosted a summer program called the Hopi Food &
Farming Internship. Interns had 10-week hands-on learning experience for adults via a
partnership with Spirit of the Sun and the AmeriCorps VISTA Program. Training was provided
to young adults to support leadership in strengthening food sovereignty. This program aims to
deepen understanding of and reconnection with our traditional homelands and local food
ecosystem.

Valerie Nuvayestewa
Valerie Nuvayestewa is Hopi/Tewa, she is Tewa
Corn Clan from the village of Tewa. Valerie is the
Creative Associate, for a family initiated, environmental,
grassroots organization, Tuskwat Oqawtoynani,. She is a
grandmother, mother, a writer, forager and
farmer/gardener.

Hawthorne Dukepoo
I am Hawthorne Dukepoo, tobacco clan
from Kykotsmovi. I am a farmer and have worked
with Hopi Tutskwa Permaculture since and before
its inception. I have participated in the
construction of several passive solar earthen
homes, and primarily focus on dry farming and
erosion control.
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Camille Quotskuyva
My name is Camille Quotskuyva and my Hopi name
is Kuwan Hisi. I am from the village of Tewa and
reside in Kykotsmovi on the Hopi Reservation. I am
57 years old and a grandmother of 6 grandchildren
who I am dedicated to teaching the important things
in life that have been passed down the generations
knowing that they are our only hope in preserving
and sustaining our Hopi way of life for the future, In
order to provide them with the proper knowledge, I
realize I am lacking in what I know and need to learn
all I can so that I am able to teach my grandchildren
everything they need to become our future leaders.
I decided to apply for the Hopi Tutskwa program
because I am the matriarch of my family since my
mom and my father passed and I want to learn how to preserve the traditional plants my father
started from seeds and ensure that my children and grandchildren would be able to sustain that
for their own children. I was thankful that I was accepted in the Hopi Tutskwa Program and am
proud that I completed the program and gained more than expected as a participant.
This summer I learned so much from my group leaders and fellow participants. I learned
alternative ways to plant using drip lines, irrigation from existing water sources, and using
different planting designs. I am very impressed with the knowledge my leaders and fellow Vista's
have and any questions I had they all had an answer. It was a lot of hard work but I managed to
keep up and felt a great sense of accomplishment in myself but more so, for feeling healthier and
motivated. The most important part I bring from Hopi Tutskwa Vista is the Hope I have for our
future as far as Hopi tradition and culture is all these young Hopi's who are in this program...
They all have hopes and dreams and are a true force of moving forward with all their knowledge
of our Hopi ways, especially our language since I don't speak Hopi. I am confident in our Future.
I look forward for next summer excited what more we can learn from each other and share with
our community, Kuunaha Askwahli.

Dana Eldridge
Dana is Diné and from the Tsénjíkinií Kin Łitsonii
(Honey-Comb Rock People) clan. Dana is from the
Bishadaas'chii (Navajo Station) community. Dana is a
graduate from Brown University and has dedicated her life to
remembering, revitalizing, and protecting Indigenous
land-based lifeways.
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Jacobo Marcus-Carranza
Program Director of Hopi Tutskwa Permaculture
Institute Internship Program.

Matthew Bahnimptewa
My clan is Patkiwungwa (water clan), from the
village of Hotevilla. Self-employed artist, and Hopi
Tustskwa Permaculture Alumni.

Bernadette Poleahla-Crook
Gardener and forager, Hopi Potter

Carliss Sinquah
Farmer, Artist and gardener, forager
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Boshol Food Demonstration
Ingredients:
2 cups White tepary beans
1 cup Gai’vsa (ground roasted
corn)
½ onion
3 cloves garlic
4 quarts water
3 tsp salt
Pepper

Directions:
Stove top: Put all the ingredients
into the pot, Bring to a boil and
cover, Reduce heat and simmer
for 2 to 5 hours or until corn and
beans are tender.
Crock pot: Cook on high for 6 to
8 hours. Pressure cooker: Cook
beans for 40 minutes then add
gai’vsa and cook for another 30
minutes.

Cody Manuel
My name is Cody Manuel. I am a member of the Gila
River Tribe. I grew up in Why, AZ with my two older
brothers. After I graduated from Ajo High School in
2005, I decided to attend Scottsdale Culinary Institute
and graduated with an associates degree in culinary arts.
I have had the privilege of working for some top
restaurants in the Phoenix area. After 8 years of working
in restaurants in Phoenix, I brought my knowledge back
to Ajo where I got to give back to the community. I was
a culinary arts instructor for Ajo High School for three
years, helped open three restaurants and now I am home
at the Ajo Farmers Market & Café. We are looking to do
fresh farm to table comfort foods and are excited to get
this new journey going.
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Closing and Blessing with Terrol Johnson
Terrol Johnson
Terrol Dew Johnson is an award-winning basket weaver
from the Tohono O’odham nation, he has won several
awards nationwide with baskets in the permit collection of
the Smithsonian and the Heard Museum and Tucson
Museum of Art.
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Native American Arts and Food Festival
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Thank you to the funders and partners for making the 2021
Southwest Native Foodways Gathering Four Seasons Series a
success!
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